


modern houses. In ancient Korea, people didn’t sleep on raised beds, so they had

to keep the floor very clean.

Second, in Korea some people, especially the older generation, like to eat

dog meat. Most foreigners don’t understand this custom. They say it’s

“disgusting” because “dog is man’s best friend,” but horses are also good friends

to humans, and Europeans eat their meat. What’s the difference?

Last, if students do something wrong, the teacher can physically punish

them. It’s very common and happens frequently. A few years ago an American

was caned in Singapore because he painted graffiti on walls and cars. The

American networks broadcast it as if it were important news. If it had happened

to a Korean, it wouldn’t have become big news in Korea.

There’s no point in comparing one culture to another to determine which

one is right or better. The only way to look at the differences is to learn about

them and respect them.

Word Study

disgusting (adj.)

cane (v)

graffiti (n pl.)

determine (v)

respect (v)

= full of disgust, extremely unpleasant

= to hit with cane

= inscriptions, or something written informally

= decide. reach a decision

= hold in high regard, feel or show honor
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READING 2

The Power of Suggestion’

Hypnotism is not magic, nor should it be used as a party trick. Professional

hypnotists are trained psychologists, and, in their hands, hypnotism is a valuable

aid in many kinds of medical treatment. Dentists have used it to do painless work.

Doctors have used it to erase the pains of certain operations and to treat people

who are mentally ill.

Hypnosis is a sleeplike state brought on by the suggestion and motions of

another person. While in this state, the hypnotized person acts only at the

suggestion of the hypnotist. Even, so, hypnotists believe that hypnotized people

will not do under hypnosis those things they would not do under their own power.

For instance, a hypnotized person who has firm beliefs about right and wrong will

not take part in a crime, no matter how strong the suggestion may be.

The fact that a person can be hypnotized is not a sign of a weak will. Most

people can be brought under the spell of hypnotism if they wish it. In most cases,

only a willing person can be hypnotized.

Although hypnotism seems mysterious, no supernatural powers are

needed by the hypnotist. But competence’and integrity are necessary, and a

person hypnotized by someone other than an expert may suffer nervous shock

from being improperly awakened.

2 Anderson, Donald G. New Practice Readers McGraw Hill Publisher,

SingporeJ988  PP. 172-173
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Vocabulary Exercise

Draw a line under the right answer or fill in the blank.

1. One who hypnotizes is called a hypnosis

2. Putting a thought in someone’s mind is

suggestion psychology superrratuval

3. One who studied behavior is psychologist hypnotist

4. What word means “honesty” ? competence improperly

5. Competence is the opposite of integrity capability

6. What word means “easily excited”?

Comprehension Questions

Mark the right answer or fill in the blank.

hypnotist.

awakener

integrity

urrjitliess

1. While not directly stated, it may he inferred from the article that

a. hypnosis can be dangerous if it is misused.

b. a hypnotized person cannot feel any pain.

c. hypnosis can cure most diseases.

d. hypnosis is only useful as an amusing game.

2. This article as a whole tells us about . .

a. a party trick h. a sleeplike state called hypnosis

c. magic d. people who are mentally ill

3. In most cases, only a person who wishes it can be hypnotized.

Yes N o Does not say
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Most information was true.

Most of the information was true.

Activity 1

Rewrite the following sentences as in the examples above.

1. My father spent most time in Singapore.

2. Most cars in Thailand are Japanese%.

3. Most students come to school early.

4. Most results in last term’s exam were bad.

5. Most money is spent on food and clothing.
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